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Dodder is an occasional pest which is com
mon again this year. A true parasite, the orange (
strands twine around plants sending haustoria
into the plants and withdrawing food from them.
The usual control is to destroy plants badly
infested and to carefully remove all dodder
segments from plants lightly attacked.

When dodder invades a planting of English
Ivy, removal is almost impossible. An old
method which is very effective can be used.

Prepare an ammonium sulfate solution of
1 lb./gal Ion of water with enough spreader to
adequately wet the surface of the plant. If a
commercial spreader is not available, a house
hold detergent may be used.
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crop. Light reduction with this system corresponded
to a single layer of poly over glass.

Previous to the poly tube system, double poly
had been used on this house. The two systems seem
to save about the same amount of energy. According
to John Hinman, the poly tube system is preferred
for this greenhouse based on ease of installation,
serviceability and results obtained. John has made
it clear that this system is still evolving and that
it is largely experimental. Modifications and cor
rections will be made for the next growing season.

The poly tube system definitely warrants some
consideration by growers who are using or con
sidering double poly over glass. It may be a good
alternative or replacement. Where other methods
are impractical the poly tubes may be of value.

Figure 4. John Hinman found a light reduction
of 33% with poly tubes in a glass
greenhouse.



30 x 70' glass houses (Figures 1 & 2) at a cost
of approximately $182 plus labor for the poly
tubes, $25 for PVC pipe, $32 for a blower fan
plus two day's labor. In their installation,
each poly tube was attached to a three inch PVC
header pipe with holes in it, leading from the
blower fan (Figure 3). A 2 x 6" board was fas
tened to the other end of the greenhouse to keep
the ends of the poly tubes sealed after they
were tied off (Figure k). When ventilation is
required, the tubes are deflated if using top
vents or fan/tube ventilation. Full exhaust

fan ventilation may be more efficient due to
the false cei1ing.

From October, 1980 to April, 1981, John Hinman
(Figure k) monitored this greenhouse. Light level
readings were taken at various times. On a bright
sunny day, 10,500 footcandles hit the glass, 8,500
footcandles went through the glass and 7,000 foot
candles penetrated the poly tubes, reaching the

Figure 3. A3" PVC pipe is used as a header to
supply air to the poly tubes.
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This solution is applied under high pres
sure to drive the spray under and around the
twining stems. The temperature should be at
least 75° or 80° and the humidity low to assure
maximum burn to the dodder. The selective

burning caused by the ammonium sulfate solution
may be used on a few other hardy plants.

Good coverage is difficult. It may be
necessary to shear off the dense tops and some
of the leaves of the ivy or repeat application
to obtain good control.
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